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The assignment for this project in my studio was actually based off of some of the

professor's works. My professor showed some artworks that were coined “ghost faces”

which focused on the usage of color and drawing faces where they seemed fit, in the

manner they seemed fit. I first started with the color. I threw some red and tried to mix it

with some brown to give that burnt crimson look. I then drew the first face which is seen

on the bottom. I then realized I had space below for an entirely new face, so I flipped the

canvas. After doing the second face, I decided that it would become the new top. I then

grabbed charcoal and drew a vague skull overtop of the younger face on the bottom. I

was quickly putting together a narrative in my head as I went along.

The work has some strong points but definitely falters in a lot of ways. The color

choice was good, but the strokes of the color are too visible and do not feel as natural

as they should. The elder man at the top is done well, the shadows could be darker but

the light source is good. The young face beneath the skull is too simple, little to no

shadows, cartoon esque. The skull is down well, it adds some visual weight to the work

and draws the eyes to the bottom where it could have gotten lost.

This work quickly moved from an experimental adventure in pastel color,

charcoal, and drawing faces to something deeper to me. This piece is an example of

how, even in old age, we still wrestle with growing up. Before we can even experience

youth, we have to realize that our time is limited. It highlights the mental battle of the old

man fighting between his memory of his younger self and his fear of dying. The piece

was truly inspired by my professor. Shortly before giving us the assignment he told us a

story of when he was in the hospital for an extended period and was he and his spouse

were truly worrying for him. It was surprising to hear that coming from what I considered

a positive, young spirit. It made me wrestle with the idea of mortality itself. There was no

real movement that inspired me. Professor Shay’s artworks were truly the most inspiring

to me for this work.
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